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2 sisters detective agency
by James Patterson
After discovering that her estranged father became a private eye,
attorney Rhonda Bird teams up with her half sister to run the agency in
the new novel from the world's best-selling author of the Alex Cross
novels. 25,000 first printing.

A Season of Change
by Beth Wiseman
Book Annotation

Dear Santa
by Debbie Macomber
Feeling low after her boyfriend cheated on her, Lindy Carmichael heads
home to Wenatchee, Washington for Christmas where her mother
encourages her to write a grown-up letter to Santa which ultimately
brings her hope and joy.

The heart of Splendid Lake
by Amy Clipston
Struggling to keep it all together after the death of her father, expert
boat mechanic and owner of a small resort, Brianna Porter, with real
estate brokers offering to buy the family land, finds herself drawn to a
handsome real estate mogul whom she considers the enemy. Original.

The jailhouse lawyer
by James Patterson
When a young lawyer takes on a judge who is destroying her
hometown, she ends up in jail where she learns the deadly truth about
why the jail is so crowded and why so few prisoners are released.
(suspense). Simultaneous.

The judge's list
by John Grisham
While on the hunt for a serial killer, Lacy Stoltz, an investigator for the
Florida Board on Judicial Conduct, discovers that a man hiding behind
the black robe may not only taking bribes but may be taking lives.

The Butler
by Danielle Steel
Taking a job working for Olivia, a woman who is trying to get her life
together, butler Joachim, as his life falls apart, unexpectedly reaches a
place with Olivia where the past doesn’t matter and only what they are
living now is true.

The Lincoln highway
by Amor Towles

"The bestselling author of A Gentleman in Moscow and Rules of Civility
and master of absorbing, sophisticated fiction returns with a stylish and
propulsive novel set in 1950s America In June, 1954, eighteen-year-old
Emmett Watson is driven home to Nebraska by the warden of the
juvenile work farm where he has just served fifteen months for
involuntary manslaughter. His mother long gone, his father recently
deceased, and the family farm foreclosed upon by the bank, Emmett's
intention is to pick up his eight-year-old brother, Billy, and head to
California where they can start their lives anew. But when the warden
drives away, Emmett discovers that two friends from the work farm
have hidden themselves in the trunk of the warden's car. Together, they
have hatched an altogether different plan for Emmett's future, one
that will take them all on a fateful journey in the opposite direction-to
the City of New York. Spanning just ten days and told from multiple
points of view, Towles's third novel will satisfy fansof his multi-layered
literary styling while providing them an array of new and richly
imagined settings, characters, and themes"

Matched and married
by Kathleen Fuller
Returning to her Amish community of Birch Creek to visit family—and
become a dutiful daughter and wife, Margaret Yoder is torn between
two men—marriage-adverse Owen Bontranger, with whom she has fallen
in love, and the man of her mother’s choosing Original.

The Jealousy Man and Other Stories
by Jo Nesbo
The New York Times bestselling master of suspense presents this unique
and unnerving collection of stories rife with insatiable greed, devious
lovers and heartrending fate

Cloud cuckoo land : a novel
by Anthony Doerr
Follows four young dreamers and outcasts through time and space,
from 1453 Constantinople to the future, as they discover
resourcefulness and hope amidst peril in the new novel by the Pulitzer
Prize–winning author of All the Light We Cannot See.

The man who died twice
by Richard Osman
When an old friend, who has been accused of stealing millions of
dollars’ worth of diamonds, desperately needs her help leaving a dead
body in his wake, Elizabeth and her friends go up against a ruthless
murderer who wouldn’t bat an eyelid at knocking off four
septuagenarians.

Someone to romance
by Mary Balogh
Forced to consider an arranged marriage in spite of her disdain for the
ton, Lady Jessica is brazenly courted by the heir to a mysterious
fortune who declares his intentions to marry her upon their first
encounter

Someone to remember
by Mary Balogh
"A noblewoman who has established a solitude life caring for her aging
dowager countess mother resists the renewed courtship of a viscount
she once loved decades earlier. By the bestselling author of ""Someone
to Honor."" Simultaneous."

The Christmas Wedding Guest
by Susan Mallery
Guilted into being bridesmaids at their parents’ vow renewal ceremony,
sisters Reggie and Dena Sommerville, each working through tough
personal issues, find love in the most unexpected of places—their
hometown. 10,000 first printing.

The Santa suit
by Mary Kay Andrews
After purchasing an old farmhouse, newly divorced Ivy Perkins discovers
an old Santa suit with a note in the pocket, which sets her off on a
mission that brings her into a welcoming community where she finds
more than she ever thought possible. 200,000 first printing.

Anatomy of fear
by Jonathan Santlofer
Helping with a serial murder investigation in which the killer leaves
grisly drawings at his crime scenes, police sketch artist Nate Rodriguez
finds the tables turned on him when he gets close to identifying the
killer, who manages to turn Nate's colleagues against him while setting
up the artist in a deadly game of cat and mouse. By the author of The
Killing Art.

The death artist : a novel of suspense
by Jonathan Santlofer
Art historian and PBS host Kate McKinnon finds herself drawn back into
her past as an NYPD officer when a series of ritualistic murders makes
victims of her peers in the New York art world, a situation that
becomes more disturbing for her when the killer begins sending her
coded messages. 35,000 first printing.

Everything We Didn't Say
by Nicole Baart
Book Annotation
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